
A selection of challenges I enjoyed working on. 
Highlighting a variety of skills such as  
large scale application design,  
concepting new features, optimization and 
detailed interaction design.
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Wigo4it is a Dutch government organisation 
funded by the local governments of Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, Den Haag and Utrecht to be a shared 
ICT service provider. It’s goal is reducing the 
workload for administrative tasks for both 
employees and civilians.



Sorga is an application designed to handle all 
automated processes regarding social healthcare  
administration (WMO). It’s data model is 
complicated because of multiple feature rich 
messaging protocols it has to conform to, 
especially when dealing with edge cases.

2022 - Wigo4it

Keep an enterprise level application 
running while updating communication 
protocols, converting to a microservice 
architecture, building a new frontend 
and moving ownership to a different 
organisation.
Role: Information Analyst & UX Designer
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We lost Rotterdam about 
a million euro’s because 
we did not block  
accidental bad input into 
one service cascading into 
bad ouput for other.  

In response, we designed 
migration modes for 
services that enable go/ 
no-go decisions, rollbacks 
and safety checks when 
releasing big changes.

The system had multiple 
inputs and outputs with 
five main processes 
running in real time at al 
times, processing over 
500.000 messages a year

Every cliënt is important, every message counts

Real world impact  
When things go wrong, 
vulnerable cliënts don’t receive 
care or get incorrect invoices 
leading to complaints.
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To reduce the time it takes 
to analyse problems we 
collaborated with expert-
users to design a User 
interface focused on 
problem solving.

To further reduce risks of making mistakes, 
We redesigned existing functionality to 
reduce data and code complexity in order 
to improve maintainability.

When everything is 
automated,

The UI should focus on 
errors. 

 Sorga has very little user input.
 99% percent of the data is processed without user 

interaction and needs very little User interface
 1% however are edge cases and errors that 

somehow don’t make it through
 To investigate, users need very detailed information 

about what happend and when.



This example highlights an error shown in it’s larger 
context to aid the decision maker in figuring out what to 
do next. He can choose to look at the data leading up to 
the error, or decide to navigate to the exact error-
message. Every relevant detail is one click away.
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Learn while doing,  
Understanding the big picture

With a very precise and consistent presentation of information, 
hierarchy and navigation, Sorga is actively shaping the users 
mental model. Small nuances make a big difference so labels 
and buttons reflect exactly what they are supposed to

 Every screen starts with a grey header that explains where 
it is in the information hierarchy

 The current state for a client is clearly separated from 
historic messages

 navigation is goal oriented and information is organically 
layered so less experienced users are not overwhelmed 
while using the same navigation and tools as experts.

A demanding user is the most challenging and 
fun user to design for! 

Sorga’s users are mostly experts of a portion of the 
data, investigating errors and edge cases for their 
stakeholders or clients. Each group needs a 
detailed view of their field of expertise, while 
understanding the big picture and surrounding 
circumstances.
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De Alliantie is a dutch social housing association. I 
was the sole UX designer in the organisation 
making sure the website and renters-portal were 
user friendly.



I had a great Synergy with the develoeprs, 
communictions department and customer support 
department leading to co-created designs being 
implemented for the the website and 
my-enviorment apps.

Design new features for the existing my-
enviorment and website using the current 
design system. 

2019 - Dept Agency

Role: Information Analyst & UX Designer
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Expert reviews

Navigation changes

Improvements

New features

Complex data representation

We improved data quality by making it easy for tenants to spot 
and change incorrect contact details.

Communicate ideas, 

gather data,

present designs, 

validate them,

convince stakeholders,  

align with developers.



A/B Test Result:  
Promoting the call-to-action for 
the repair flow leads to lower 
conversion.
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- 5% of the knowledgebase content generates 60% of all its trafic.


- 7 popular subjects stand out generating 80% of all traffic.


- The most popular item “How to reqeust a repair?” is the most important 

one for customer support.
50% of visitors of the repair-
flow left on the first screen.

Feature oriented navigation sends customers either instandly to a service, 


or they reach a service after a long path through the knowledgebase with little 

understanding of the big picture.

Goal oriented navigtaion makes customers organicly find services 

and information while browsing popular subjects.

Data study

Design study Recommendation to stakeholders

Customers need to be informed 
properly so they are self-reliant.
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Discover the service SubscribeUnderstand the value

Enable tenants to subscribe to a payed service 
covering part of their maintenance work.

“I don’t know if my problem 
is covered by this service.”

- User test participant

The information explaining what was covered by 
the service and what tenants had to do themselfs 
was very hard to understand and impossible to 
comprehend on small screens.



Immediately after usertesting a project was 
launched to improve these information pages. 
(Wie doet wat?)
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Abel was a corporate startup iniated by 
Connexxion/Transdev to compete with Uber.

I worked as UX designer.



I’ve done the initial UX design for the client and 
driver app and after significant growth became 
responsible for the driver app.



I’ve developed the product together with Code & 
Coding and Canvas Heroes.


Check the costs for your ride before 
siging up! 



More flexible is more discount. Using a slider with 
realtime feedback eliminates the use for 
explanatory copy.

Design a ride-sharing concept from scratch,  
where rides are cheaper if customers are willing to wait 
longer.

2017 - Connexxion
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The status bar shows warnings 
using progressive disclosure.

Contextual information displayed 
when drivers are idle.

When active, tapping the status 
shows shift details.

A message states why information is 
prefilled. Also a validation message 
appeared only after a first attept failed.

Only when all conditions are met, the status 
indicator opens the start-shift form.

Shortcuts and to-the-point information 
guide drivers to turn on Internet, GPS, 
conenct a charger and turn on their volume.

Unfortunatly, Abel was 
discontinued after two years.

 

However,

The technology developed was 
implementd by transdev in four 
other projects across the globe 
that continued on.


Motivate drivers to enter correct shift 
information, have a good GPS reception, 
their volume on and their battery full.
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Heppee is a niche startup in Amsterdam focusing 
on divorced parents and their children. The have an 
app for the adults including grandparents and one 
for the kids.



The app takes away the hassle surrounding 
schedule communication and provides ways for 
small children to communicate with one parent 
while staying at the other, all from a single device.



As product owner and UX designer I was 
responsible for all major design decisions and agile 
project management.


Design a tool for divorced parents 
to support communication about  
where the kids sleep.

2016 
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Powerfull features to adjust the weekly 
schedule or add exceptions to the schedule 
are designed as wizards to guide users 
through the steps.

Progressive disclosure lets users focus 
on the task at hand while maintaining a 
clear overview.

Entered information is reused in UI 
labels providing instant feedback and 
making the task feel personal. It also 
communicates exactly what the user is 
about to do.

Controls and static information are 
clearly distinguishable. 



Decisions by the algorithems are 
communicated clearly and only the 
absolute minimum of input required.



The app is no longer available.






Make it easy to suggest exceptions to an agreed schedule
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I’ve done eight months of conversion optimisation 
for the global consumer website for Philips. The 
main focus was buy-button- clicks and we drove 
this metrics through the roof with a 32% increase 
of daily conversions in less then a year.

The team consisted of a Manager, Psychology 
expert, Operational AB test expert, a developer and 
me as UX Designer.

Design variants for A/B tests driving up 
buy-button-clicks for consumer 
products

2015

We avocated data-driven design by showing interesting 
testresult on screens where employees often walk by.
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One interesting project done for Philips was a full in depth interaction 
design for in-page-navigation component. Doing competitors research, 
exploring existing solutions, taking into account limitations, responsive 
design, mouse and touch interactions and extended functionalities for 
fullscreen experience websites.

The highlights shown here display early designs from 2013 of what is 
now still the in-page-navigation on philips product pages for large 
screens.

Design an in-page navigation component for global 
use on large single page sites for consumers.



Always looking for problems to solve. 
Do you have a challenging project for me?

Contact me at:

tom@brinkkemper.nl


